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1. Introduction 
 
Shipping Flat Rate5 is an upgraded extension of single flat rate option in Magento by serving multiple                 
flat rate methods based on different prices and conditions. 
 
Admin can create 5 flat rate shipping methods with different prices and conditions using this               
extension.  

● Magento Admin can select type and based on the same it can charge to customers. For                
example, set the Type with the option Per Item or Per Order.  

● Magento Admin can configure the shipping price for each item in fixed manner. 
● Magento Admin can also configure the handling fee in fixed or percentage manner. 
● Magento Admin can set minimum and maximum total order amount to allow free shipping on               

that order. 
● Magento Admin can add different error message for specific shipping method.  
● Magento Admin can also enable specific flat rate shipping method for specific or all countries.  
● Magento Admin can set the sort order to display shipping method in frontend based on the                

sorting configured in backend. 
 

Why Shipping Flat Rate5 ? 

Shipping flat rate5 is standardized version of single flat rate shipping where it is possible to configure                 

different shipping rates for different countries at the same time. 

For example, if shipping rate for India is $5 and you want to add the same rate for USA also, you can                      

do that using shipping flat rate5 extension. It is easy to use and everything can be easily configured in                   

backend itself.  

 

 

2. Features 
 
Following are the list of features of Shipping Flat Rate5 module -  
 

1. With complete backend configuration, there is no need of any coding as all parameters can be                
easily configured in backend itself. 

2. It can create 5 flat rate shipping methods with different prices and conditions. 
3. It is available for Magento Multi-Store full support and Multiple Currencies as well. 
4. Select methods at ease in the admin section of shipping methods. 
5. Shipping methods are available with enable/disable setting. 
6. It allows to set minimum/maximum order amount for free shipping feature. 

 



 

7. It allows to configure the shipping price for each of flat rate shipping methods in fixed                
manner. Admin can select Type and based on the same it can charge to customers. 

8. Admin can add handling fee for the shipping method, which will be added to flat rate price in                  
the calculation. He can configure the handling fee in fixed or percentage manner. 

9. Admin can add different error message for specific shipping method. 
10. System allows to enable specific flat rate shipping method for specific or all countries. 
11. It has the sort order feature to display shipping method in frontend, based on the sorting                

configured in backend. 
12. Configuration available to show/hide method in the frontend, if not applicable. 
13. This extension can work with the shopping cart price rule in shipping method. 

 

3. Installation 

Installation Requirements: 

1. Magento 2 installed on the hosting server 
2. Access to the Magento Admin dashboard 
3. Command line access to the hosting server 
4. Knowledge of basic linux commands 

Installation Steps: 

1. Login into your hosting server where Magento 2 is installed 
2. Switch to Magento installation directory on the sever 

cd $MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/ 

3. Create the Infobeans directory 

mkdir -p $MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/app/code/Infobeans 

4. Extract the downloaded code of the Extension and Copy the MODULENAME module into the 
created directory: 

cp -R $MODULENAME_MODULE $MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/app/code/Infobeans 

5. Activate the module: 

$MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/bin/magento module:enable Infobeans_MODULENAME 

Or, If the above does not work or has permission issues, run the following command: 

 



 

$PHP_INSTALL_DIR/php $MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/bin/magento module:enable 
Infobeans_MODULENAME 

6. Run the command below to complete the installation of the module. 

$MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/bin/magento setup:upgrade 

Or, If the above does not work or has permission issues, run the following command: 

$PHP_INSTALL_DIR/php $MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/bin/magento setup:upgrade 

7. Now we need to clear the Magento, so the module installed module can be visible and active. 

Using the command line utility. 

$MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/bin/magento cache:clean 

Or, If the above does not work or has permission issues, run the following command: 

$PHP_INSTALL_DIR/php $MAGENTO_INSTALL_DIR/bin/magento cache:clean 

 

Using the Magento Admin Panel 

1. Log into the Magento Admin Panel. 

 

2. Click through to [System -> Cache Management]. 

 



 

 

3. In the top left hand corner, select”Refresh” from the dropdown. 
4. In the table just below the dropdown where you selected “Refresh”, beside the heading 

“Cache Type” select “select all”. 
5. Next to the dropdown where you selected “Refresh”, click on the “Submit” button. 

 

6. After completing these steps, Extension is successfully installed. 

 

 



 

4. Shipping Method Configuration  
After installation you have the control to set different fixed type flat rate shipping methods. 

1. Login to your Magento 2 admin panel 
2. Navigate to Stores>>>Configuration>>>Sales>>>Shipping Methods. 

 
 

WF 001: Shipping flat rate5 configuration. 
 

 
3. Enable flat rate shipping method and set the configuration according to you store             

requirement. 

 



 

 
 

WF 002: Shipping flat rate5 configuration. 
 
 

4. After successful setup, Test the flat rate shipping method. Go to your store’s front-end and               
add a product to your shopping cart. On your shopping cart page a shipping method is visible. 

 



 

 
WF 003: Frontend display of shipping flat rate5 on shopping cart page 

 
 

5. Shipping method is also visible on checkout page. 

 



 

 
WF 004: Frontend display of shipping flat rate5 on checkout page 

 
 

 

 


